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ABSTRACT
This paper focuses on a single real project delivered successfully using principles of public–private
partnership (PPP). The case uses detailed accounts from both the winning and losing bidder of an
infrastructure project delivered in the UK. The research enquiry focuses specifically on the bidding
phase of the project and gains a unique perspective of this phase through primary data that are
considered very rare to acquire. Using an inductive approach involving both multiple
interviewing and an in-depth reflective workshop, and through drawing upon the marketing
literature, the insight gathered from both the winner and loser reveals different marketing
strategies used by major commercial contracting organizations as well as contributing to the
relatively unexplored area of bid management. The case reveals how both the emerging
principles and practices of entrepreneurial marketing can lead to the formation of successful
win-strategies for complex PPP projects.
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Introduction

Delivering projects using various forms of public–private
partnerships (PPPs) is now commonly practised globally.
Various arguments for their use are made, ranging from
constraints on public sector funds to the desire to har-
ness private sector innovations and management exper-
tise. This paper takes the unique perspective of focus on
the marketing and bidding strategies of both the winning
and losing players from the private sector. It is set in the
case of a single and atypical infrastructure project that
was procured under the principles of PPP in the UK, a
country familiar with both infrastructure projects and
the use of PPPs. The first area of research questioning
is how do such private sector players approach such
PPP opportunities?

As a PPP project is instigated by agencies of the State,
a PPP project is typically initiated through an open-mar-
ket transaction. The unique nature of projects is that
each project opportunity effectively then goes on to cre-
ate its own micro monopsonic/monopolistic market at
the level of the exchange. This happens once the project
client (Public) initially advertises, then courts, and finally
selects a contractor (Private) to deliver for it (through the
Partnership) whatever it is that the client specifies. Thus,
the PPP markets are cleared when potential buyers of the
rights to deliver projects are matched with sellers of pro-
ject opportunities. Whilst economists from Adam Smith
(1776) onwards have recognized the importance of

markets, it was the work of Coase (1937) that initially
identified the reality of the costs of operating these mar-
kets and the academic investigation of this has blos-
somed since the development of Transaction Cost
Economics (TCE) (Williamson, 1975; Williamson and
Masten, 1995). This body of work has been embraced
by those seeing to the understanding of the market for
projects as it has shed much light on key stages of the
project life cycle and how projects pass the critical
boundary of being contracted to a party to deliver the
project (Ive and Gruneberg, 2000). One of the issues aris-
ing from this work is the transactional friction caused
when seeking to buy unique and similarly complex
products, where the requirement is to procure not the
product, but the productive capacity of the suppliers.
This ‘buy the prospect’ is something that happens
often in the built environment, where construction and
civil engineering projects are proposed, tendered for,
then designed and delivered. This then raises the second
research question, which is on what criteria do public
sector clients use in the critically important decision on
which party to appointment as the winning bidder?

Despite this opening gambit’s foray into TCE, this
paper is unequivocally intended for an audience inter-
ested in project management and rather than be steered
by the economics literature it will, rather, be influenced
more by that of the marketing. Yet, for this audience of
presumed non-economists, it recognizes the relevance
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and importance of understanding the principles of TCE
as they have significant bearing on the way that complex
PPP projects are bid. Of the many TCE-related terms,
asymmetry of information between the client and the
bidder(s) provides a useful bridge between the TCE
view and that of project managers, especially the bidding
firms from the private sector whose managers are
responsible for the bid phase. Within the paper’s interest
in the area of PPP bidding, the paper maintains a clear
focus on the relevance of marketing and selling or, as col-
loquially referred to in the project business lexicon,
‘business development management’ (BDM).

To reveal this world of marketing and starting from
the initial TCE perspective, two forms of marketing pre-
side: the marketing mix (McCarthy, 1960), which is
transactional and conforms to the neoclassical market
form of TCE, and relationship marketing (Gronroos,
2000), which has certain links to relational contracting
in terms of TCE. Marketing has conceptual input into
the development of win-strategies during BDM and the
bid processes, as developed and executed by the bid man-
agement (BM) team. One function of marketing in this
PPP context is to reduce information asymmetry in the
private sector bidders by soliciting information and
working with the public sector client to ascertain the
requirements and context by understanding the strategic
and tactical client drivers from the business case to oper-
ations in use.

At the strategic management level, this paper explores
the issues arising when a technically complex and atypi-
cal infrastructure PPP project is bid by the private sector,
and critically, when one of the bidding parties is seeking
the project as a market entry opportunity.

Methodologically, it draws on rich and privileged data
provided by both the winning private sector bidder and,
most critically, the principal other bidding party – the
unsuccessful other final bidder. Indeed, the researchers
were able to get intensive and unrestricted access to the
director of the winning bidder and for the losing party,
almost equally high access was achieved. Through such
senior principal access points, it was possible to gather
and collate a range of highly sensitive data, crucially
revealing the detailed marketing and bidding strategies
as verbally articulated over a series of interviews with
these leading representatives and then in a full-day
workshop.

As stated, this paper adopts a management-based per-
spective and specifically explores two areas within man-
agement: conceptual forms of marketing and the
management of complex bids. The focus on marketing
is critical for in this case the project bid was effectively
an opportunity to market an established and successful
organization into a new sector and the unusual nature

of the project helps identify marketing characteristics
that are explained from a broader perspective than the
current and dominant ‘palette of paradigms’. The
paper places a clear focus upon win-strategies in this
context of an interesting PPP project. In the more tra-
ditional arena of the construction sector, such strategiz-
ing is well researched (Fu et al., 2002; Oo et al., 2010), but
here an inductively inspired marketing analysis seeks to
make an original contribution to knowledge. In seeking
to understand how the marketing strategy and approach
was devised and deployed by the winning and losing bid-
der, the challenges of bidding such complex projects are
also revealed.

For reasons associated with the unique access oppor-
tunity presented, the paper is necessarily written with an
inductive research methodology and has involved estab-
lishing very high levels of engagement and trust with the
industry actors and this informs the methods applied.
The paper is structured as follows. The next section pro-
vides a brief literature review to scope the main topics
germane to the paper’s focus as context for the sub-
sequent inductive approach. A section outlining the
research methodology and methods follows. The main
findings are then presented and, finally, the paper con-
cludes with the primary contributions, recommen-
dations, and potential implications.

Review of relevant literature

The relevant areas of literature to this paper include: (1)
The development of PPPs; (2) The consideration of the
extended project life cycle as argued by the school of
thinking known as ‘the management of projects’; (3) A
review of relevant theory and models relating to market-
ing; (4) A consideration of the small direct and larger
indirect literature relating to bidding.

The development of public–private partnerships

PPPs or P3 is a loose term used to describe a procure-
ment methodology that involves both players from the
public and private sectors in the arrangement, delivery,
and payment for a service or stream of services often
derived from a significant fixed/capital intensive asset
or set of assets. Although becoming popular over the
last 20 years, the track record of PPPs or P3s is very
long – with examples tracing back to the Roman Empire
through medieval toll bridges, the provisions supplied by
the forerunner to the modern merchant navy, and key
parts of the USA’s road infrastructure (PPIAF, 2009;
Bovaird, 2010; Arizona Department of Transportation,
2013).
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Today, such a procurement endeavour will often
involve a commitment to the delivery of the service for
some time following its initial commencement, from as
few as 3–4 years to as many as 30–50 years. There are
many organizations and authors with definitions of
what PPPs are or entail such as the following:

Public-private partnerships are ongoing agreements
between government and private sector organizations
in which the private organization participates in the
decision-making and production of a public good or ser-
vice that has traditionally been provided by the public
sector and in which the private sector shares the risk
of that production. (Forrer et al., 2010, p. 476)

There are a variety of reasons for considering the use
of a PPP and they will vary according to the form of PPP
being considered and the context in which it is being
used. The UK has substantial experience of the Private
Finance Initiative (PFI) and the use of PPPs (Spackman,
2002; Sawyer, 2005). Whilst both Spackman and Sawyer
were considering the UK experience, the spread of PFI
and PPPs has become worldwide (Grimsey and Lewis,
2007). This global use of PFI has resulted in some big
consultancy companies becoming active in this area
around the world. Whilst there are many academic
authors who have argued the merits and demerits of
PPPs (Hodge et al., 2010), it is useful to consider what
it is that one of the global management consultancies
(PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2005) notes as the substantive
arguments for public sector in using a PPP:

(1) PPPs make projects affordable.
(2) PPPs maximize the use of private sector skills.
(3) Under PPPs, the private sector takes life-cycle cost

risk.
(4) With PPPs, risks are allocated to the party best able

to manage or absorb each particular risk.
(5) PPPs deliver budgetary certainty.
(6) PPPs deliver value for money.
(7) The public sector only pays when services are

delivered.
(8) PPPs force the public sector to focus on outputs

and benefits from the start.
(9) With PPPs, the quality of service has to be main-

tained for the life of the PPP.
(10) Development of specialist skills.
(11) PPPs encourage the injection of private sector

capital.
(12) PPP transactions can be off balance sheet.

Whilst not all of the above points are agreed upon
(Gaffney et al., 1999) or available to each and every
PPP project, the appeal of some of them either in

isolation or in combination has been sufficient to trigger
both global interest and development of a specialist
world of advisors and financiers, and a lexicon of specific
terms (Grimsey and Lewis, 2007).

The global financial crisis triggered in 2008–2009 has
had a dramatic impact on the world of PPPs and in par-
ticular the access to private sector funding (relevant
points from the list above are 1, 4, 5, 11, 12) and the
number of ‘classic’ PPPs such as those originally created
under the UK’s PFI, which deploy private sector supplied
funds through project financing arrangements and long
concessions (circa 25 years) has dramatically decreased
as there are substantially reduced volumes of bank lend-
ing and the cost of this lending has substantially
increased (EPEC, 2012).

Reflecting on the above, it is interesting to note that
much of the apparent early appeal of PPPs was the
‘off-balance-sheet’ argument where the use of private
funds on projects for the public sector meant that gov-
ernments could afford to commission expensive projects
that they had neither the immediate capital funding for,
nor the willingness to extend exchequer borrowing to
cover. International reviews of accounting regulations
have subsequently questioned this and over time this
argument has waned to be replaced by arguments associ-
ated with more intelligent client consideration (item 8
above) and critically to look at risk allocation (item 4)
and whole life cost issues (item 9). The fundamental
review of the use of complex procurement methods
such as PFI that was undertaken in the UK led to the
(re)-launch of this form of procurement under the title
of ‘Private Finance 2 – PF2’. In one of the documents
associated with this updated approach, it is noted:

There are also a number of Public Private Partnership
(PPP) models, characterized by joint working and risk
sharing between the public and private sectors. These
can include relatively simple outsourcing-type partner-
ships – where services are provided on short or med-
ium-term contracts – or longer-run private finance
partnerships such as the Private Finance Initiative
(PFI). Well-formed partnerships with the private sector
have delivered clear benefits: in driving forward efficien-
cies; getting projects built to time and to budget; and in
creating the correct disciplines and incentives on the
private sector to manage risk effectively. (HM Treasury,
2012, p. 5)

The extended project life cycle

It is the latter points that are of interest to those in the
world of project management as they are clearly pro-
ject-related points of consideration. The discussion on
what is required to be within the scope of project man-
agement is ongoing. Project management as a discipline
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is some 50–60 years old, commencing in and around the
conclusion to the Second World War and gaining great
momentum in the Cold War era of the 1950s and
1960s (Morris and Hough, 1987). Since then there has
been an evolution of the discipline, starting from a
focus on the technical delivery of the project, to more
recently an embracing of both the emergence of projects
and their legacy. The broadening of both consideration
and approach has been pioneered by Morris (e.g. 1994,
2013), who, along with others have generated a body of
work that has drawn on directly gathered evidence (Mor-
ris and Hough, 1987) as well as that of other writers on
projects and their management (Miller and Lessard,
2001). This work is having impact on the way that pro-
ject management is formally understood, as reflected in
the bodies of knowledge put forth by the two largest pro-
ject management membership organizations – the US-
based Project Management Institute and the UK-based
Association for Project Management. These organiz-
ations both provide formal training and qualifications
and as these are evolved and developed, so there is evi-
dence of consideration for both more ‘front-end’ issues
like full considerations of both value maximization and
risk optimization (Edkins et al., 2013), as well as post-
project completion issues, such as through life oper-
ational performance (Edkins et al., 2010) and project
retirement plans.

Thus, a PPP is an excellent vehicle for forcing this full
end-to-end thinking that is driven by or related to the
project. With this more holistic and strategic thinking
and consideration comes increased cost, not just of
money expended, but of the effort of thought given to
the project. This increased cost and effort are expended
by both the public and private sectors. The public sector
has to go through increasingly stringent approval pro-
cesses to get proposed projects authorized – see, for
example, the UK’s requirements for central government
approvals (HM Treasury, 2011), and those in the private
sector seeking to win such work have to do a great deal to
position and present themselves as being the preferable
partner. This leads to the next area to be explored, that
is, marketing within this PPP-type environment. The
front-end emphasis has arguably been more focused
upon the client side than the supply side and the role
of marketing at the ‘front of the front-end’ on the supply
side has received little attention (Smyth, 2015).

A review of relevant theory and models relating
to marketing

There are three main marketing paradigms: the market-
ing mix, relationship marketing, and the service-domi-
nant logic, plus an additional emergent theorization in

literature around entrepreneurial marketing (Smyth,
2015). Whilst, the marketing mix has primarily focused
on exchange, at the other extreme the service-dominant
logic primarily focuses on value. As noted in the intro-
duction, the marketing mix is transactional and relation-
ship marketing has links to TCE through relational
contracts. Construction has multiple roots in the trans-
action approach in general and for marketing, including
reactively building alliance or collaborative relationships
in response to client procurement and contract drivers.
Relationship marketing has gained increased traction,
proactively and systematically developing relationships
to secure work and delivery value. Entrepreneurial mar-
keting inductively and innovatively makes a project
opportunity, radically shapes the project or shapes the
management approach towards projects. It is contex-
tually pertinent to this context and hence will provide
a key focus alongside relationship marketing.

Economics provided a primary springboard for mar-
keting, although subsequently the discipline has moved
away from economics and indeed somewhat struggles
to engage with economics and financial management
(e.g. Srinivasan and Hanssens, 2009; Smyth and
Lecoeuvre, 2015; cf. Jensen and Meckling, 1976). It has,
however, developed its management content, particu-
larly in terms of conceptual understanding and in the
breadth or span of the topic (e.g. Kotler et al., 2013).

The transactional approach is known as themarketing
mix paradigm. Paradoxically, the characteristics are least
suited to project markets where transactions are discon-
tinuous (Hadjikhani, 1996), for asset specificity where a
sale is secured through bidding ahead of production
(Smyth, 2000) and shaped to fit need (Cova et al.,
2002; Cova and Salle, 2011). In marketing generally,
transactional approaches yielded to relationship market-
ing, which is more proactive for leveraging and deliver-
ing value in business-to-business markets for intangible
services and specific assets (e.g. Gronroos, 2000; Biemans
et al., 2010). Out-of-relationship marketing has grown a
specific variant called project marketing, which particu-
larly addresses issues such as the milieu of project shap-
ing and the sleeping relationship between projects in
contexts of discontinuity, uncertainty and complexity
(e.g. Hadjikhani, 1996; Mandják and Veres, 1998; Skaates
and Tikkanen, 2003; Cova and Salle, 2006). Project mar-
keting covers a wide range of issues, yet depth of exam-
ination is variable and the claims made for it extend
beyond epistemological justification (Smyth and Morris,
2007) and theoretical rigour (cf. Lowe et al., 2012).
Indeed, the main paradigms have been found to be lim-
ited with the emergence of conceptualization around the
service-dominant logic (e.g. Vargo and Lusch, 2004) and
a growing body of work on entrepreneurial marketing
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(e.g. Morris et al., 2002; Sarasvathy and Dew, 2005;
Ioniță, 2012). Entrepreneurial marketing involves mak-
ing the market at the exchange level, conceptually leaving
behind TCE although within large construction and
engineering enterprises is more likely to be conducted
by teams and small groups (Smyth, 2015). Through tech-
nical innovation and innovative management
approaches, commitments are iteratively built up to cre-
ate market opportunities (Sarasvathy, 2001). These
emergent conceptualizations and attendant constructs
open the door for inductive analysis from an in-depth
case, especially within the project management domain
where scant work has been conducted. Marketing is
manifested on the ground through the BDM and BM
functions.

Bidding

In the context of mainstream PPPs, public sector clients
prepare and then promote projects and private sector
suppliers decide whether to bid an opportunity or not.
Resource availability is one consideration, as is the
importance of either winning the project or being seen
to bid for it. Where the resources and need/desire are
present in the levels needed, the bidder will initially
have outline plans for winning the work, which within
the bid stage focus on value propositions that we shall
refer to as win-strategies supported by the marketing
approach, and these are necessary to proceed effectively
(Tweedley, 1995; Lowe and Skitmore, 2006). A cohesive
bid plan addresses client factors, internal and supply
chain factors, and competitor assessment. The factors
under the control of the supply are internal resources
such as available cash, access to internal people, and
relationships with other collaborators/suppliers that
will be involved in each bid (Smith, 1995). Bayer and
Gann (2006) argued that making use of staff not cur-
rently engaged in project work is more effective and
may indirectly contribute to win-strategy development.
Resources in the form of marketing capabilities, project
capabilities, and the ability to integrate supply chains
(e.g. Möller, 2006; Davies et al., 2007) directly contribute
to win-strategy development. The final submitted bid
price is often stated to be a key determinant for bidding
because public sector clients place high importance on
price as a selection criterion. Whilst it can be difficult
to analyse prevailing prices, reinforced by sealed bidding
(Raftery, 1991; Hausmann et al., 2012) and lack of cer-
tainty about prevailing market prices (Hillebrandt,
2000), it is ultimately ‘a matter of judgment’ and ‘knowl-
edge of the market’ (Raftery, 1991, p. 33; cf. Gruneberg
and Ive, 2000). This clearly is important for clients
with transactional strategies, yet is less so where risk is

high and relational strategies are preferred (Skitmore
and Smyth, 2007).

Methodology

Whilst the project forming the single case of this paper
provided an asset that is in public use, gaining access
to the way the project contract was awarded has required
the need for significant reduction of specific references
and details, ensuring full anonymity of both the project
and the players. The restrictions on the details of the pro-
ject and accompanying embargo are not of fundamental
concern as the generic issues and theoretical implications
inductively generated transfer to other project contexts.
To gain access to the project, significant trust had to be
established between the research team and the private
sector players involved, as the key objective was to
learn both from the organization that eventually won
the bid and went on to deliver the project and, most
importantly, the organization that led the only other
full bid and which lost by being placed second. Critically
and pivotally, access was obtained to the key and most
senior staff member who oversaw, directed and was
instrumental in the winning organization’s bid. Securing
this access was unquestionably pivotal, as it allowed for
multiple in-depth interviews and access to key documen-
tation from the winning bidder. However, access to only
this one successful account would have left the case study
at serious risk of partiality and bias. To enable the case
study to be considered as balanced, it was necessary to
seek the engagement with the unsuccessful bidders.

Approaches made resulted in the second-placed bid-
der agreeing to participate in the data gathering. There
were various conditions formally placed on the research
team as a result, but this permitted access to an extremely
rare set of data and related events. First, both the senior
members of staff from the winning and losing bidder
agreed to be interviewed in depth, first in a series separ-
ate interviews and then together. Remarkably, they then
were then willing to prepare a joint day-long workshop
where they would present the project background (objec-
tive data), then set out their two organizations’ bidding
strategy and then set in play the timeline of develop-
ments. The material presented was collated by the two
senior representatives from a wide range of other parties,
critically, including the public sector client. Although it
cannot be verified, it is estimated that the combined
data presented were drawn from a combined group
(winning consortium, losing consortium, public sector
client plus their advisors) of in excess of 30 people and
the summary information provided encapsulated that
of a considerable amount and variety of bid-related
documentation.
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The workshop was conducted under strict conditions
of ensuring the commercial confidentiality of the parties
involved. The first part of the workshop received a very
extensive background briefing and context setting, com-
prising both the client’s situation, the genesis of the pro-
ject and both bidding organizations’ commercial
positions prior to the bidding opportunity. With this
all established and clear, the two bid-leads explained
what they did to prepare their (concurrent) bids. It was
at this point that the audience, comprising post-experi-
enced postgraduate students of project management
and the authors of this paper, were invited to discuss
the situation as at the point of bid submission. Having
established the conditions of trust, what followed was a
friendly interrogation and this resulted in the two organ-
ization’s representatives giving candid answers about
their organizations’ bidding ex ante strategies and bid-
ding processes. Following this discussion, in what
could be considered almost a dramatic revelation, the
results of the bidding process were provided in detail,
and a subsequent reflective discussion was held. This
second discussion, open and candid as it was, was criti-
cal, for it allowed the winner and the loser to reflect on
their bid strategy and marketing approach not just
with each other, but also with a trusted and informed
audience.

The combination of preparation of the presentation,
drawing on a wide range of material, together with the
frankness of the discussion led to the rich and privileged
data that were the basis of this paper. It is emphasized
that it is extremely rare to create a situation where very
senior players from both the winning and losing organ-
ization for a major project bid would agree to share their
experiences and views in a forum with the research team.
Indeed, it is rare that winners and losers would ever dis-
cuss how they won and lost with each other in any situ-
ation, let alone in front of an inquisitive third party. The
complete data used in this paper were therefore taken
from the preparatory set of interviews and the running
of this highly interactional workshop setting, involving
phases of presentation and discussion together with
many individual meetings and telephone conferences
and email exchanges with the key players. The authors
are clear that this novel process allowed the solicitation
of data that is very highly likely to have remained
unstated or understated if a more traditional and con-
ventional serial set of semi-structured interviews were
to be used. Although some detailed legal and financial
documentation was deemed too confidential and/or
commercially sensitive and unavailable, it is confidently
stated that through the long period of engagement,
more was made available to the authors than would
probably have been done following interviews because

of the confidence and trust built up during engagement
with the key players. This made a rich contribution to
the inductive approach.

In describing the environment and context of the pro-
ject, some important areas of project management are
inductively revealed. The configuration from the PPP
contractor viewpoint of how the project came to the
market, the way in which the BDM function was con-
ducted amongst competing bidders, and the develop-
ment of win-strategies as part of the BM process
provide the raw material for inductive analysis and
explanation. Explanation is invoked through drawing
upon existing theoretical lenses rather than attempting
to build theory.

The case project

The project can be described as an example of interesting
and potentially even iconic infrastructure and the argu-
ments for it lies in the areas of functional need, image
enhancement for the parties promoting it, and political
appeal. The project was not unusual in terms of the
amount it cost nor did the project go beyond any current
levels of technology, where it was rather a case of transfer
of technology and technical knowledge from other sec-
tors. An interesting aspect of the project was that it relied
upon a core technology, for which there are only three
accepted alternative sources of supply. The public sec-
tor’s retention of the financing of the project (it effec-
tively being a Design–Build–Operate – DBO) was in
part driven by the need for timely delivery and in part
due to the iconic nature of the project, where the aes-
thetic impact of the project was a concern and thus an
element of risk (aesthetic design integrity) was retained
by the public sector client. This meant that there was a
significant ‘reference design’ prepared by the public sec-
tor for the principal elements of the project, which was
used as a benchmark for private sector alternative
propositions.

As noted, it was not a full PFI type of PPP, as the pro-
ject did not involve full- and long-term risk transfer
linked to service payment nor did it use project finance,
but it had an output specification for the service to be
provided, and an operational payment regime based on
the availability of service provided. Whilst the public sec-
tor client retained the majority of the financing risk, the
private sector contractor had to accept substantial design
and construction risks within a capped capital cost bid
and then take operational performance risks for a period
post opening of the asset. This placed both the public and
private sides at risk, which is an important facet of this
project. Thus, due to the design and technical nature of
the project and its timing, there was a constrained
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market of potential bidders and this had an impact on
the way the bidding competition developed.

The essential facts relating to the project that can be
disclosed are:

. It is located in one of the UK’s major cities.

. It cost less than £100m.

. It was delivered on time with no quality issues.

. It is still in operation.

In terms of the bidding stage of this project, the public
sector client can be considered as complex and generally
expert in procurement, but not for a project such as this.
Once announced as a project seeking bidders, three
serious expressions of interest were received. For reasons
of commercial sensitivity, we refer to the firms as ProCo,
which after initial involvement in the bidding process
subsequently chose not to proceed to the full bid sub-
mission stage; BranCo as the unsuccessful bidder; and
StronCo as the eventual successful bidder. Data access
on the detail of the bidding stage were provided by
BranCo and StronCo, with both bidders providing infor-
mation provided by the public sector client. All quotes
were provided by either of the director level leads for
BranCo or StronCo during the all-day workshop.

Findings

Projects are different, but the degree of difference can be
significant, with some projects being routine and similar
to predecessors whilst others stand out for their unique
characteristics. For this case project, it was the early rec-
ognition of this project’s distinctiveness that was a fun-
damental influence on the way the project was
conceived, developed, and bid.

The origin of the project was instigated through a
speculative and novel proposal inside the public sector
client organization which, although initially seen as rad-
ical, started to ‘take hold’ of the imagination of key
decision-makers at strategic board level within the public
sector client. Initial incredulity gave way to subsequent
discussion of its merits and viability and, over a relatively
short period (a few weeks), the idea of the project became
fixed and was then developed within the public sector cli-
ent body to be submitted for the sanction covering for-
mal technical and commercial viability. Although it
started as an ‘outlandish idea’, through careful consider-
ation and thought, the project proposal duly received
sanction and became fully supported. Many such pro-
grammes, especially public sector infrastructure projects,
proceed through such prescribed protocols and this
informal to formal process leads to project information
filtering informally into the marketplace.

Intelligence on clients and their prospective projects is
the raw material sought via marketing-based resources
by construction and civil engineering businesses. This
allows them to identify competitive advantage through
issues such as supply chain member formation and by
building relationships with other key stakeholders such
as neighbours, relevant statutory bodies, and, where
required, with debt and equity providers. This activity
typically takes place prior to broader and official public
open-market declarations, such as the formal placing
of tender opportunities notices in repositories such as
the Official Journal of the European Union or AusTender
in Australia. This information gathering and awareness
creation can therefore provide valuable opportunities
for project shaping to enhance value for clients and
induce competitive advantage for the eventual bid win-
ner (Cova et al., 2002; Cova and Salle, 2011).

This infrastructure project was fast tracked through
these early stage protocols once it was accepted internally
by the public sector client as being viable. There was rec-
ognition of the opportunity to deliver the project to
coincide with other events (some political) that would
further enhance the project’s value. The pressure of
these externalities limited the time for the project scop-
ing phase thereby influencing and affecting technical
and technological content. However, these limitations
then opened up scope for the private sector bidders as
to how to build win-strategies and develop management
approaches to the execution of both the bid and, if suc-
cessful, the subsequent delivery of the project.

As noted, three companies, each leading a consortium
of other companies, expressed interest in the project:
ProCo, BranCo, and StronCo. Each of the consortium’s
lead companies is a multi-divisional international player
and in all cases the consortia involved companies from
more than one country. Of the three consortia leads, it
is worth noting that the civil engineering division of
BranCo had previously secured a considerable amount
of repeat business from this client. It had established a
five-year track record of implementing relationship mar-
keting principles (Smyth and Fitch, 2009), linked to the
concept of the management of projects (Morris, 1994),
part of which was manifested as considerable attention
being given to win-strategies. These incorporated under-
standing of the client from a procurement perspective
and during execution, coordinated through a BDM func-
tion. However, despite being a major company with rig-
orous internal processes, the BranCo expression of
interest did not arise through the usual ‘traffic light’ sys-
tem for internally qualifying and sanctioning declara-
tions of interest in projects. It actually arose from the
private network of an Operational Director of BranCo
who, through familiarity with the client and with links
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to an external organization with familiarity of one of the
core technologies needed, became determined to cham-
pion the bid to secure this project. This was to prove
quite telling in the outcome because this project was
not a strategic high priority in the portfolio of work
BranCo was undertaking and targeting from this client.

In contrast, StronCo was not an active player in the
sector and area in which this project was technically
and organizationally located. Its track record was of
delivery of innovative projects across the world, where
the word ‘innovative’ is used in the sense that the projects
had few if any in their reference class, and has established
a strong market reputation for taking on challenging
projects in terms of organizational and technical inno-
vation (cf. Davies and Brady, 2000; Davies et al., 2007).
This was also to prove a decisive factor in the final out-
come. The expression of interest and bid was led from
the Main Board of StronCo and followed a strategic
decision to diversify StronCo’s client base.

It could be argued that ProCo sat somewhere between
BranCo and StronCo on the spectrum of approach to
this project. ProCo had done work for the client before,
has a reputation for taking on challenging projects, and is
noted for its non-traditional ways of working. This pro-
ject was therefore considered to be an interesting, but not
critical project to pursue. From the public sector client’s
perspective having interest from these three bidders
would have provided it with confidence that the project
was seen as technically viable and commercially
attractive.

The following subsections briefly consider critical
elements of the project as primary relating to the two
main protagonists on this project: StronCo and BranCo.

The alliances constructed for the bid

Key to the PPP-type project was to have an operator for
the infrastructure because of its systems complexity and
which was inextricably linked to the manufacture of
some of the system sub-assemblies. As noted earlier,
there are only three credible manufacturers and oper-
ators (M&O’s) in the world and so this immediately lim-
ited the scope of competition. ProCo ultimately teamed
up with the M&O with the smallest global market
share of the three, but one that had a high technical repu-
tation. BranCo quickly moved to form an alliance with
the M&O that StronCo had previously worked with a
decade earlier on another innovative project. This
M&O company was involved in the operation of a
loosely comparable project and indeed BranCo also
had a facility management relationship with them on
this other project. StronCo, recognizing that BranCo
had already teamed up with the M&O it knew, chose

the remaining M&O. This choice had a significant posi-
tive attribute of the M&O having already had an advisory
input to the engineering consultants appointed by the
public sector client to develop the initial feasibility of
the project.

Despite the apparent and obvious significance of the
M&O to the project, StronCo perceived the steelwork
component to be project-critical and elected to secure
and nominate arguably the foremost steelwork subcon-
tractor without first going to the market, despite steel-
work constituting 40% of the project costs. This
steelwork contractor had a design team of international
repute with a structural engineering ability renowned
for innovative work. BranCo identified a steelwork part-
ner and an internationally well-known design team too.
Their partner was insistent on payment in Euros, and
given that the project was in the UK and therefore the
currency was sterling, the potential movement in the
£/€ exchange rate ultimately caused significant pricing
uncertainty and problems.

How were the relationships developed?

BranCo had strong established relationships with all the
key players. They went about mapping the relationships
specific for the project, in particular the decision-making
unit (DMU) on the capital expenditure side for the cli-
ent. They mobilized existing networks supplemented
with the project-specific network and sought to
strengthen their position and get responses to specific
questions from the public sector client. They also used
these questions to test some initial ideas about how
they might proceed to build a project win-strategy.

StronCo, in contrast, were seeking to enter the market
and had to build relationships with the public sector cli-
ent, including the DMU, from scratch. Recognizing that
they were at the dual disadvantage of not knowing the
client and having competition that did, they put a great
deal of effort into doing so. Analysing what StronCo
did during the bidding reveals that it was a traditional
approach, even old-fashioned in some ways. They
rapidly built a project team led by a Director, mirrored
the client DMU in numbers and fielded large numbers
of people at interviews and meetings so they looked
and acted like a team to which the client could relate.
As this was a unique consortium they went to consider-
able lengths to appear joined up in terms of their think-
ing, approach, and knowledge of each other. It was
essential that they wished to show they ‘had one identity’.
Unlike StronCo who led with a main board director,
BranCo had a project bid team led by a ‘grey beard’ pro-
ject manager who was extremely experienced and well
known to the public sector client. Their stratagem was
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that this person represented solidity and safety, but with
hindsight this ‘safe pair of hands’ did not match the pro-
file of this unique and innovative project type.

How the project was shaped?

There was an eagerness of the public sector client to open
this project by a certain date to gain both media attention
and political capital. This meant that regulatory approval
for the project (known in the UK as obtaining planning
permission) had been secured for the project by the cli-
ent based on their own design team’s proposal. The
ambitious time frame and the securing of the consents
based on the public sector’s outline design meant that
this initial design and content could not be fundamen-
tally reshaped and thus the technical content was essen-
tially fixed. The emphasis on the bidders was to
demonstrate that they could produce a solution that
met the technical, functional, operational, and aesthetic
specifications within the stated time frame and within
the client’s cost envelope. As there was no novation of
either designers or nominated subcontractors, the bid-
ders could configure both the management approach
to the project and the choice of alliance partners. The
combination of considerable constraints and the unique
nature of the project by type and design created oppor-
tunity to be innovative in working practices to meet
the challenge. This suited one bidder in particular: as
the StronCo bid director stated ‘it was a [StronCo]-
type of project’. It was as the relationships were develop-
ing and the project was shaping that ProCo decided that
this was not a project that they were willing to continue
to invest in, and so they withdrew. The departure of
ProCo was sufficiently early in the procurement process
for there to be little evidence of ProCo’s influence on the
technical or procedural outcomes to that point, as all
parties were still in early stages of solution generation.

One area of innovative shaping concerned health and
safety in operation, in particular dealing with specific
forms of life-threatening emergency including evacua-
tion, which was a critical operational factor. Here, the
M&O subcontractors were able to advise on rec-
ommended method statements and resource needs but,
through dialogue with the DMU of the public sector cli-
ent, it was made clear that the different context and set of
cultural norms on this project meant that there would
need to be an alternative solution. This led StronCo to
revise its strategy for evacuation radically. Whether the
final solution is as robust as necessary is open to
interpretation, but independent advice concluded it
was indeed adequate. This was to form an important
component of the win-strategy.

Assessment of the project bid

At the point of submission of the project documentation,
both BranCo and SronCo were clear and confident that
they would complete the project on time and the client
was reassured on this critical point.

Price is always a critical factor, despite difficulty con-
trolling outturn costs against bid costs (Skitmore and
Smyth, 2007). The project cost envelope ceiling was stated
as £40m, but the published final cost after opening is circa
£45m. The full outturn cost is believed by some close to
the project to exceed that figure. It is worth stressing
that there was no project finance involved, with the client
paying all capital costs as agreed with the successful bid-
der at the point of contract signature. Thereafter, it will be
amatter for the contract to decide if capital cost escalation
is the responsibility of the client or the contractor. In this
case, the contract was written specifically for this project
andmade it clear that there was very significant risk trans-
fer for the cost of the capital works to the contractor, with
few areas open for post-contract cost claims and with sig-
nificant financial penalties for late completion of the capi-
tal works. The element of risk transfer qualifying this as a
‘lite’ form of PPP is that the contractor is only paid if, post
capital works completion, the service provided by the
facility/structure is technically capable of working. This
places the project in an interesting ‘grey’ area where it
would be considered as a complex traditional DBO or a
very simple form of PPP. As a PPP-type project, it was
the full life cost, comprising both capital expense
(capex) and operational expense (opex), that was being
considered. As there were unique circumstances that alle-
viated the normal major concerns about affordability of
the capex sum, the attention was focused on the opex
by the public sector client.

Thus, although there was much initial focus on the
capex works, opex took on greater significance over the
bid period, which StronCo proved to be more adept at
reading the situation. The client had two distinct
business units for infrastructure provision and oper-
ations. The original project drivers and selection criteria
that were communicated to the bidders were not those
applied in the final choice (Table 1 – ‘Criteria weight-
ing’). Whilst in some European countries, this type of
change in project appraisal weightings can and is legally
challenged by the bidders, in this case, it was not and this
was due to the unique nature of the project, coupled with
the players involved and the pressured time-frame to
complete the whole project procurement and delivery
process. Such legal challenges can be seen as pyrrhic vic-
tories when dealing with major clients, which have sig-
nificant pipelines of future work and where such
conduct will be noted.
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When dealing with a sophisticated and experienced
public sector client, there are some vitally important
steps in the closing part of the bidding process. Whilst
ensuring that the bid submission itself is complete,
impressive, and delivered on or ahead of the submission
deadline, it is by no means the only key event. As the
main submission would be a long and complex series
of interrelated documents, the post-submission stage of
questions and clarifications was an important part of
the post-tender consideration. Despite not working for
this particular public sector client before, StronCo were
aware of this from their previous extensive experience
and so took this stage particularly seriously. Being
responsive is important, but StronCo also took the
opportunity to use their responses and submissions as
a promotional initiative to help the client selection
team imagine how the project might be presented to
the public. This constantly reinforced the client’s confi-
dence in the success that the project would bring them
if they were to rely on StronCo’s strong team, and this
clear approach appears to have made an important
impact on the client’s DMU team.

At this stage, StronCo had established itself and the
rapport that the bidding staff had built up through pro-
ject-specific relations was stronger than the long-term
yet broader set of relationships BranCo had. As the
post-submission meetings to deal with points of clarifica-
tion and questions were handled entirely separately by
the public sector client, with the two bidders never meet-
ing and with the public sector client being scrupulous in
presenting no bias towards one bidder over the other, it
was not apparent to the BranCo team that the project
was ‘drifting’ away from them, partly because the BDM
were somewhat detached at this stage, due to the way
the project did not enter BranCo through the usual
BDM relationship marketing route.

The contract was duly awarded to StronCo. In consid-
ering the award to StronCo, the successful bidder
addressed three main areas. First, there was the clear
and dedicated leadership driven by the most senior
director of the bidder. Second, was a win-strategy derived

from entrepreneurial marketing principles, including
third, an alliance selection comprising a set of credible
companies that gelled to become a unified and balanced
team. This homogenized team encompassed all the
expertise required to provide the client with confidence
and comfort from an untried supplier that could deliver
this novel project.

Discussion

How were alliances constructed for the bid?

StronCo missed out on selecting what was ex ante the
obvious M&O for one of the project’s key elements,
even though they had worked with the company a dec-
ade or so previously. This was due to BranCo having
already secured this alliance. However, in discussion
with both bidders it was agreed that in retrospect
StronCo had selected the better M&O alliance partner.
In terms of the design team, BranCo had selected con-
sultants characterized by strong service, whereas
StronCo had selected a balanced team of strong service
and strong idea, particularly for engineering (cf. Coxe
et al., 1987). StronCo had taken a similar approach to
the selection of the steelwork subcontractor, which,
they felt was as critical to the project’s success as the
M&O contractor, an example of entrepreneurial alliance
building to shape the win-strategy.

How were the relationships developed?

The intra bid team relationships, together with the inter
bid team/client relationship, were important in the bid
and the relationship marketing principle of relationship
building to understand the expectations and latent
requirements lying behind the documented require-
ments. The additional insight gained from these relation-
ships enabled the parties to endeavour to deliver added
value and were of importance in positioning the bidders,
but they were not decisive (cf. Gronroos, 2000; Gummes-
son, 2008). In the case of BranCo, discontinuity of
relationships between projects was irrelevant. Through
applying systematic relationship marketing, they did
not need to manage the sleeping relationship because
workflow was continuous (Smyth, 2015, cf. Hadjikhani,
1996). At one level BranCo had a surfeit of work and bid-
ding resources were stretched which rendered them less
‘hungry’ for this project than their competitor StronCo.
Therefore, a founding principle of the project marketing
concept is removed in the context of this project.
BranCo, who started the bid process from a position of
distinct advantage in this respect, found that the normal
criteria for pursuing a project did not apply to this case in

Table 1. Official selection criteria after post-tender clarifications.

Client criteria
Criteria

weighting (%) StronCo BranCo

1. Capital price 22.5 22.50 (W) 20.04 (L)
2. Operations and
Maintenance price

10 10.00 (W) 8.10 (L)

3. Schedule 17.5 11.94 (W) 11.23 (L)
4. Design 8 5.23 (L) 5.33 (W)
5. Project Management
plans

20 18.73 (L) 19.03 (W)

6. Operations plan 12 8.10 (=) 8.10 (=)
7. Contractual compliance 10 10.00 (W) 5.95 (L)
Total post-tender
clarifications

100 81.27 (W) 72.45 (L)
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the way it had for previous projects, due to its novelty.
Indeed, the relationship strength had been marginally
diluted for this project because the bid had been led by
an operations director, who was less engaged with the
relationship marketing strategy of BranCo, but who
was convinced that BranCo’s track record together
with the one key relationship he and BranCo had with
an M&O would prove the decisive advantage.

How was the project shaped?

Contractors like opportunity to shape projects (cf. Miller
and Olleros, 2000; Söderlund, 2011) and this is some-
times necessary (Pinto and Rouhiainen, 2002). However,
for strategic and political reasons the scope and content
of this project were largely pre-given. Timescales and the
rigours of a regulatory planning system rendered the
opportunity to shape technical content largely irrelevant.
One on the main principles of the project marketing con-
cept is project shaping (e.g. Cova et al, 2002; Cova and
Salle, 2011). In this case, this only applies in so much
as the contractors configured their management organiz-
ation for the project and ‘injected’ this into the bid. These
aspects are to do with managing innovation and thus the
choice and configuration of alliance partners. This
accords more closely with the principles of entrepreneur-
ial marketing than project marketing.

StronCo, as the successful bidder, exhibited generally
and specifically in the bid an above average level of entre-
preneurship, which is argued to induce higher success
levels (e.g. Covin and Slevin, 1994; Morris and Sexton,
1996; Zahra and Garvis, 2000). Morris et al. define entre-
preneurial marketing as the proactive identification and
exploitation of opportunities for acquiring and retaining
profitable customers through innovative approaches to
risk management, resource leveraging and value creation
(2002, p. 5). In this case, it was the bottom-up effectua-
tion in entrepreneurial marketing as defined by Sarasv-
athy and Dew (2005). Sarasvathy and Dew’s statement
about entrepreneurs also applies to project business
development, where firms: learn the value that each cus-
tomer derives from an evolving value proposition and how
this value is derived (2005, p. 7). Sarasvathy (2001) pro-
posed seven dimensions for such an entrepreneurial
approach, namely managing (i) uncertainty, ambiguity
and isotropy, (ii) unpredictability, (iii) bounded cogni-
tion, (iv) satisficing behaviour and affordable loss, (v)
locality and context, (vi) iterative commitments, and
(vii) alliance partners. All of these criteria apply in this
context and StronCo was the most effective in managing
the uncertainty and ambiguity, especially around the
evolving selection criteria. StronCo managed unpredict-
ability and their bounded cognition by proceeding on an

affordable loss basis, as did ProCo, which decided to
withdraw largely on a risk and affordable loss basis.
StronCo and BranCo therefore decided to continue to
make iterative project commitments. The most decisive
factor being the alliance formation in StronCo’s favour,
due to the theme of innovation that ran through their
partners capabilities, StronCo’s market reputation, and
its capabilities in project management (Gann and Salter,
2000). The innovation dimension is in line with the
entrepreneurial marketing skill set.

In essence, this project exhibited the prime features of
entrepreneurial marketing, reinforced by a secondary
aspect of the relationship marketing paradigm. The
transactional approach was largely absent in BDM and
BM. The only element that overtly and directly touched
on the service-dominant logic of value in context and use
was the emergent opex consideration, which relationship
marketing cannot explain. Mainstream relationship mar-
keting was more in evidence than the project marketing
variant. Even shaping was more related to management
approaches than the project content per se. The overall
emphasis was articulated on the entrepreneurial-
relationship marketing axis.

How does this case progress our understanding of
the topic of bid management and the areas
associated with it?

Whilst there is a literature that considers the generics of
bidding and BM (Lewis, 2003; Whitley, 2006; Nickson,
2008; Philbin, 2008), there are fewer writers that have con-
sidered the more complex world of bidding in a PPP con-
text and this emerging work has addressed important
issues such as quality assurance (Hausmann et al.,
2012). As empirical data on BM from has been under-
explored, the field has been dominated by theoretical
models and experimental concepts taken from areas
such as industrial psychology, game theory, and industrial
and managerial economics (Stader, 1997; Ray et al., 2003;
Tian-Hui et al., 2007). Any investigations into the many
complexities associated with win-strategy, relationship
formation and management, and internal and external
communication plans have not yet been published.
Thus, our first observation from this case is that it contrib-
utes to our appreciation of the need for both hard strategy
and the role of softer behavioural issues in the area of
complex project bidding. In this case, the bid succeeded
in positioning StronCo on the threshold of entering a
new market: ‘In one shot we would get our name
known’, commented a StronCo board director. In many
respects, this case challenges many of the game theoretic
premises and TCE assumptions around decision-making
and trade-offs.
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Second, in general terms the findings do not accord
with project marketing (e.g. Hadjikhani, 1996; Cova
et al., 2002; Skaates and Tikkanen, 2003). In particular,
the management in BDM and BM was shaped more
than the project itself. The case reveals two divergent
sets of strategic factors in marketing theory that
explained how the bidders shaped their responses to
form strategies they respectively anticipated would win.
One contractor focused on an explicit relationship mar-
keting strategy, levering relationships, and their manage-
ment to qualify and to show in the bid stage how it would
mobilize relationships as a resource means for execution
rather than for shape content (e.g., Storbacka et al., 1994;
Gummesson, 2008). The other bidder focused its effort
on mobilizing resources and shaping the project in line
with entrepreneurial marketing in general (Morris
et al., 2002), and through alliances and making commit-
ments on an affordable loss basis in line with effectual
marketing concepts (Sarasvathy and Dew, 2005).

Third, there is a clear TCE set of arguments beyond the
specific bid in the market of PPPs. It is well known that
bidding such projects is resource intensive (Bing et al.,
2005), but if one looks through the lens of TCE, one
sees immediately the classic issue of what could almost
be considered ultra asset specificity (Williamson andMas-
ten, 1995), as well as there being more than usual levels
and areas of risks that need investment in order to resolve.
These risks arise primarily through the long duration – so
information asymmetry may well require extensive
research by bidders; adverse selection – since the party
selected will be a long-term partner, the public sector
will be extremely cautious and conduct extensive rounds
of testing (cf. Balakrishnan and Koza, 1993).

Last, the case study resolutely endorses Morris’s argu-
ments for a holistic and strategic view of the manage-
ment of projects that commences substantially in
advance of the execution phase (Morris and Hough,
1987; Morris and Pinto, 2004).

Summative contribution

The first area of research questioning posed was how do
such private sector players approach such PPP opportu-
nities? In answering this first area, this research makes
four contributions by way of providing some answers
and making some observations to scholarly research of
projects and their management.

First, the findings reveal dedicated leadership as the
drive and determination to break into new market sec-
tors. Highly novel projects can therefore provide a
‘level-playing field’ for established players and those try-
ing to break into these markets.

Second, strategizing for bidding is an important aspect
of the management of projects. Project bidding has been
under-researched, and having a rich source of data, this
paper contributes to BM research, specifically concerning
the ‘what and how’ of win-strategies. Here, an appreci-
ation of the concepts that lie behind TCE offer both valu-
able insight and useful help to those who both practise and
research the management of projects.

Third, the research makes a conceptual contribution
to marketing:

(i) The transactional marketing mix and the current
focus on the service-dominant logic did not res-
onate with the evidence.

(ii) Mainstream relationship marketing was more in
evidence than the project marketing variant.

(iii) Relationship marketing provided detailed insights
towards developing win-strategies for one bidder.

(iv) Entrepreneurial marketing provided greater
insights towards developing win-strategies for the
other bidder and proved decisive in winning.

This leads to the fourth original contribution – that
entrepreneurial marketing has not previously been
researched in project markets.

The second research question was what criteria do
public sector clients make the critically important
decision on which to make the appointment of the win-
ning bidder? The answer to this research question is to be
found in looking at Table 1, where one finds that the
public sector, in this case at least, take a comprehensive
weighted basket of factors into account. Capital price
may be the single biggest factor (at 22.5%), but in second
place was ‘project management plans’ at 20%. It is worth
pausing and reflecting on the importance of what the
total picture of a client’s expectations are represented
by the criteria identified in Table 1 and similar when it
is cast in the context as a case such as this. The client
is looking for certainty and confidence when the project
is clearly pushing at various boundaries of novelty. Bid-
ders have to back their claims with not only initial
money, but also with long-term money and reputation
that will be very difficult to recover from if it proves
badly wrong. Hence, these prove to be far from trivial
or trifling affairs and one can only hope that all such pro-
ject endeavours are founded on sensible premises.

Conclusions and recommendations

Gaining access to those involved in leading complex bids
such as described here involves a great deal of time to win
the trust of the parties involved. The reward is the oppor-
tunity to gain an insight into a world that is dynamic,
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complicated, and tense, with a great deal at play in terms of
potential rewards and losses. The ability to compare and
contrast between the two final bidders involved in a sub-
stantial bidding exercise on a ‘landmark’ PPP-type project
is rare and has been valuable for the reasons noted in the
previous section. To progress this type of research, it is
beholden on the research community to not only gain
the trust of the practitioners involved, but also to offer
them something valuable in return. Whilst pure real-
time action research would not be sensible when bidding
is taking place, the experience of reflecting to a neutral,
scholarly closed audience is one that generates insights
for both parties. This leads to a more fundamental issue,
which is the relative lack of connectedness between the
world of the project management practitioner community
and the scholars studying it. This work serves to demon-
strate that both scholars and practitioners can benefit
from richer and deeper interactionwithout compromising
commercial sensitivities or breaching confidences.

Turning to the case itself, the process of bidding, pre-
scribed as it is in a PPP context, still demanded each bid-
der to formulate a win-strategy. The win-strategy of
StronCo was based upon a marketing approach based
around innovation and risk-taking. In marketing terms,
this is inductively identified as entrepreneurialmarketing.
It is coupled with relationship marketing identified in the
main competitor, BranCo. As noted, the marketing
dimension makes an original contribution because entre-
preneurial marketing has not previously been investi-
gated as an approach in project markets. It adds to our
understanding and arguably overcomes some of the limit-
ations of the conceptual principles found in themarketing
mix, project marketing, and the service-dominant logic.

The detailed case-based focus on the BM aspect is a
further contribution to our knowledge and understand-
ing of this area as there is scant prior empirical and
case-specific research published. Bayer and Gann
(2006) have provided one of the most noteworthy of
this very limited field with a focus being on internal
resource management, whereas the focus here has been
on win-strategies as an original contribution. More
work on this area is encouraged across the many differ-
ing and fascinating project-based sectors.
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